
 
 

The 7-yr Course of Foundation Day Cheon Il Guk 
By Bishop Winny 

 
We have to remind ourselves one more time of the internal significance of this 7-
year course leading to Vision 2020. Understanding about this period would give 
us great wisdom on how we should conduct ourselves and face the challenges 
within the remaining period of 2 years and 7 months. 
 

7 Year Course centering on True Parents 
 

Every time Heaven would begin an important new providential age, a 7-yr course 
is always set. For example, when the age of the LSA began, Father set the 7-yr 
course from 1945 to 1952. However, we knew very well that a prolongation 
period became a necessity and the age of True Parents could only be 
proclaimed in 1960 (church level) instead of 1952. Immediately, Father began 
the 1st historic 7-yr course from 1960 till 1967 centering on True Parents 
following their Holy Wedding. Nonetheless, it was under the 40yr indemnity 
period (1945-1985) and the 2nd historic 7-yr course from 1992 to 1999 began, 
but this time, it is centering on the Victorious True Parents (cosmic level) 
proclaiming the Completed Testament Age.  
 

Where are we now in the providence?  
 

We are in the less than 3 remaining years of a 7yr course from 2013 to 2020 
of Foundation Day in the Cheon Il Guk era centering on the victorious True 
Parents of Heaven Earth and Humankind (kingship level).  
 

Significant Information about this period: 
 

1. We were CONCEIVED in the womb of the True Parents. The assembly of 
35,000 people (representing all the blessed families worldwide) with True Parents 
held on April 21 2012 Saturday at the World Peace Center was actually a 10-
month period before Foundation Day Blessing. Internally speaking, that URGENT 
gathering as strongly directed by Father (while aboard the plane from LV) 
brought us to the internal preparation to be REBORN on Foundation Day. After 



this assembly, True Parents directed ALL the blessed families worldwide to 
undergo a 30-day education workshops centering on Original Substance of the 
Principle. WHY? Just like a fetus in the womb needs nourishment from the 
mother, WE all need OSDP as our spiritual food during conception period. 
 

2. Foundation Day Blessing is the Wedding of True Parents & Heavenly 
Parent proclaiming the absolute union of the God of Night & the God of Day, the 
visible True Parents of Heaven Earth & Humankind & invisible Heavenly Parent. 
This very precious wedding declares the new ERA under God’s Direct Dominion. 
They became absolutely ONE and Inseparable.  
 

3. The REBIRTH & Registration blessing for all blessed families. Because 
the original ideals or the logos and blueprint of God’s creation finally came into 
reality thru our True Parents and because God could stand in His absolute 
authoritative position as Heavenly Parent, Blessed families and all humanity who 
were born in the realm of fall could finally have the unconditional grace of being 
reborn in the position of Direct children of the Heavenly Parent & perfected True 
Parents in the realm of Direct Dominion. Foundation Day Blessing promises 
unconditional love of forgiveness, liquidation of sins and rightful position as newly 
born Adam & Eve BEFORE the Fall. 
 

4. The era AFTER coming of heaven.  We have entered a DIFFERENT realm 
which Father said, a realm that has nothing to do with the FALL, incomparable to 
even a day before it. It is a realm that nobody can comprehend even how 
intellectual they may be or well-versed about life they may claim they are…It is 
beyond any restoration formulas and indemnity courses….WHY? All of humanity 
came out from the fallen realm while Jan 13 2013 (HC) is the beginning of a new 
dimensional world that is beyond the capacity of human mind. It is only God the 
creator and our True Parents who have gone to perfection can teach us about life 
in era after coming to heaven.  
 

5. We all became NEW BORN BABIES Father said. The way of life of new born 
babies only depends on the parents, mostly from the mother. The fall took place 
because A/E became unfilial. Our completion would come from the perfection of 
our filial heart towards heaven and a life of always attending the parents. After 
Father Seonghwa, Mother told us to elevate our level of attendance to True 
Parents thru Loyalty & Filial Piety because they are required conditions of this 
period together with absolute faith, love & obedience, and COMPLETING our 
Portion of responsibility. 
 

6. Internal atmosphere and External situations are similar to the 1st 7 yr 
course of 1960-1967 but in an advance conditions because we are in the 
transition period of substantially realizing the Kingdom of Heaven centering on 
Cheon Il Guk. Therefore, Father’s speech in February 12 1961 (7 years Tribulation) 
is very much applicable to this date in this regard.  
 



Even at the time of the proclamation of vision 2020, the lecture focuses on the 
comparison of this 7 year to the 1st historic 7 year course of 1960-1967 which 
became the pattern of direction of where and what we need to do in different 
stages of this period. 
 

7. Our responsibility and focus:  
 

(a) high level standard of attendance thru filial piety = this is what we lost in the 
Garden of Eden and this is the last requirement for man to restore himself in front 
of heaven. 
 

(b) strengthening our families and dedication of our 2nd generations = we are 
extended families of the True Parents, the image reflection of God’s ideals and 
fruits of True Parents life-long investment therefore, we need to reach the 
standard that we can truly represent them.  
 

(c) completion of tribal mission = True Parents have accomplished everything and 
reached the position of Kingship. Tribal mission is our way to inherit all the 
foundations laid by them including the Kingship level centering on our tribe and 
community 
 

(d) unification of Koreas = restoration of the nation is the final battle we need to 
overcome to assure the realization of an ideal world of peace. Unification of 
Koreas is the last course and it is in the growth stage where satanic forces can 
still block its fulfillment. 
 

8. The 7 year MOTTO is our personal goal. (a) position = Owners of CIG (b) 
lifestyle = culture of true love (c) personality = resemblance to God the creator 
 

9. HDH tradition and education. God created everything centering on the word. 
Satan used the word to deceive man & destroy God’s providence. Therefore 
restoration must be centered on the word and perfection can come about thru the 
words. We need to have clear understanding of the following: 
 

(a) OSDP as backbone of our faith  
 

(b) Cheon Seong Gyeong = code of ethics of Blessed Families  
 

(c) Pyeong Hwa Gyeong = textbook to build an orderly and peaceful world   
 

(d) Chambumo Gyeong = life course of True Parents and God’s providential 
course centering on True Parents. 
 

True Parents said tradition & education are 2 very important things to pass down 
to our descendants that’s why True Mother are doing her maximum effort to 
properly align everything in our community to the right perspective and preparing 
and guiding the 2nd generation to lead the future. Mother’s role is to bring the 
family to its completion starting from education up to house management and 
building it to its perfection. 
 


